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Problem

Robotic fabrication of a 

biomimetic lightweight 

structure

which reduce material 

consumption and 

construction waste.



Problem

Construction industry is the main parts of

waste generation, because of environmental

problems we should reconsider our fabrication

methods.

Conventional fabrication methods:

• Not sustainable

• Excessive use of material

• construction waste
o 30–40% of total solid waste generation
o Cost of collection and transportation
o Considerable amount unrecyclable

Over 3 billion tonnes in China 2020

600 million tonnes in the US 2018

67.8 million tonnes in the UK 2018



Problem

For fabrication of lightweight structures both material and techniques is important. The evolution

of technology empowers architects with robotic fabrication.

Robotic Fabrication:

• Accurate

• Efficient in material use

• Less time-consuming

• Mass customization

Robotic Incremental Sheet Forming (RISF):

• Least material waste

• Suitable method for lightweight shell structures

• Fast method for non modular complex geometries

• Cost efficient

• Sustainable material



Problem

The low geometrical accuracy of robotic

incremental sheet forming is its main

limitation.

Previous research approaches to RISF try

to make it more accurate. I have a

biomimetic approach toward this

inaccuracy to integrate design and

fabrication processes that consider this

inaccuracy.



Problem

This study aims to adapt to the cumulative

effect of RISF inaccuracy based on a biomimetic

approach.

Biomimetic in design Process

• Inspire from diatoms

• Structural optimization based on

diatom’s structural in grasshopper

Biomimetic design in fabrication process

• Adapting to inaccuracy rather than

anticipating it
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Vision

Design phase

• Inspiration from Diatom

• Translation of Diatom’s structure to design
parameters

• Form generation

• Structural optimization of Pavilion

Fabrication phase

• Fabrication of the first component

• Scanning it, which is different from the digital
model

• The digital model will be updated to account
for form variation

• the model will be optimised once more

• Iterative process after each component

Pavilion

Feedback 
System

Biology

Component

Robot Setup



Robotic Incremental Sheet Forming

RealSense Depth Camera to Scan the components

Grasshopper for design process and feedback loop

Vision



Based on technology readiness level the standard Incremental sheet forming is in deployment stage (Level 9)

And Robotic Incremental Sheet forming is in development stage

Brisbane facade The Sound That Light Makes by Alexander Knox and UAP, Image UAPKADK’s (‘A Bridge Too Far’, 2016)

Vision



Inspired from Rossi, G., & Nicholas, P. (2018) research work 

Solution



Discovering biological 
structures

Diatom Analysis and 
extraction

Simplification & 
translation

GH Code Structural analysis

optimization

Loop code 

Testing ISF Methods First component 
(Small scale)

Assembly

Scan

Update digital model 
and Re-optmized

Fabricate next 
component

Solution



Application of RISF in other disciplines like automotive design

Solution



A demo of forming the first component of the pavilion with RISF

Solution



How is your idea innovative?

Previous research primarily focused on improving the method's accuracy by predicting the

spring back effect by applying more pressure than is required on the sheet metal or by

rerunning the robot through a toolpath to fabricate a physical model that is similar to the

digital one.

The research's innovation is to design while taking into account inaccuracies and being aware

of their cumulative effect during the fabrication process. There hasn't been any research in

this area that updates the design process in real time and re-optimizes it based on the

fabricated components.

Innovation



Adapt to inaccuracy rather than anticipating it, similar to what nature does.

Innovation
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